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The test is over, 
the real world begins
College graduates to find more employment 
opportunities soon, according to study
By Nicole Bilbrew
D a ily  Tr o ja n  (U n iv er sity  o f  S o u t h er n  C a l if o r n ia )
LOS ANGELES —  Graduating seniors of 2004 may find more 
employment opportunities than last year’s graduates, 
according to a study hy Michigan State University.
In the spring of 2004, the percent of students who 
will he hired straight out of college is predicted to 
increase from 3 percent to 8 percent, according to a 
report conducted hy the Collegiate Employment 
Research Institute, a sector ot M SU ’s Career Services 
and Placement center.
Released last month, the report, titled 
“Recruiting Trends,’’ is based on a national survey of 
450 employers who projected their probability of 
employing students with bachelor degrees.
According to this year’s survey, 60 percent will hire 
more students out of college than last year.
Phil Gardner, director of the institute and prin­
cipal survey investigator, found the number pre­
dicted in last year’s report was fairly close to what 
actually happened in the various job markets.
“(The surveys) tell a picture, they tell a story, 
and we try to make students prepared for what the | 
story says,” he said.
Gardner, who has headed the research institute 
for 19 years and conducted the survey for the past six 
years, said certain sectors such as retail, hanking and 
construction management tend to he the strongest 
sections of the economy. But these sectors have 
not been hiring very much over the past years 
because of the failing economy.
Usually, students with majors in technical and 
health fields have the most opportunities due to the 
direct connection with the actual labor fields, Gardner 
said.
According to this year’s survey, students with majors 
in business, biological or physical sciences will see the 
largest increase in opportunities.
The figures, however, do not account for all majors,
Gardner said. Fields such as communications are still j 
highly competitive and jobs in engineering and informa-’ 
tion technology are still hard to find.
Gardner listed health care costs, in addition to pro­
ductivity gains, as factors that have contributed to the 
change. The main distinction, he noted, is the current 
shift in the design of the economy that requires differ­
ent types of labor.
“We’re restructuring the economy from a manufac­
turing economy to a knowledge economy. As we make 
this shift, we’re seeing a lot of changes,” he said.
For the senior who was not active in college or never 
landed an internship, the best route to take would be to 
fiKus on what skills he or she pxjssesses and what fields or 
companies might have a need for them, Gardner said.
^For example, Gardner said he was aware of a student 
who had developed a project propnisal and funding 
request while working in student employment. She did 
not have an interchip when she applied for a job, hut 
she also overlooked the skills she got while working 
on the project.
"It’s harder, but if they take the time, they can 
get a job,” he said.
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Commencement Qg\ po|y graduates find
highlights jobs, plan for future
MUSTANG DAILY STAFf REPORT
['or the p.ist tour to eiuht 
Years, it has been hooks, exams 
and learn hv doinj^. Now, the test 
IS over, atid the real world hejiins.
About 800 ot '■)50 eligible 
decree candul.ttes are expected 
to p.irticipate in today’s 
C Amtnteticemeitt ceremoities.
Some 875 students are candi­
dates tor bachelor's dettrees, 66 
.tie candidates tor master's 
dej^rees and 10 are eligible tor 
teaching credentials.
t^unpus otticials expect to 
host as many as 7,500 people tor 
the three Saturday ceremonies.
Three leaders in science and 
technolotiy -  two of them Cal 
Poly tiraduates themselves -  will 
deliver the teatured addres.ses to 
decree candidates, their tamilies 
and triends at Cal Poly’s three 
Fall Commencement ceremonies 
in the Rec Center.
Susan Hackwood, executive 
director ot the California 
Council on Science and 
Technology and an electrical 
engineering; professor at 
University of California, 
Riverside, will speak at the 9 
a.m. ceremony tor the Collef;e of 
Engineering and Orfalea College 
of Business.
Lynn 1:. White, vice president 
tor Clohal AgSerx ices at Deere
L'o. and a 1^77 Cal Poly grad­
uate in history and economics, 
will address degree catididates 
from the C^illege id Architecture 
and l:n\ ironmental Design and 
the C'ollege ot Liberal .Arts in a 1 
p.m. event.
Richard J. Bradshaw, execu­
tive director ot a national law 
tirm and a 1970 C'al Poly gradu­
ate in mathematics, will give the 
address at a 5:50 p.m. ceremony 
for the College ot Agriculture, 
College ot Science and 
Mathematics and University 
Center tor Teacher Education. 
Bradshaw was named Cal Poly 
Alumnus ot the Year tor the 
College of Science and 
Mathematics in 1998 and now 
serves on the university’s 
Centennial Campaign Steering 
Committee.
Alex Spanos, a Cal Poly aero­
nautical engineering alumnus, 
will he receiving the honorary 
degree ot Doctorate of Humane 
Letter. Spanos founded A .G. 
Spanos Companies, one of the 
largest real estate developers in 
the United States. He is also the 
owner of the San Diego 
Chargers.
ByCaitiin O'Farrell
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Say goodbye to Tuesday night 
pints at the pub, wine tasting on 
the weekends and good old 
Sunday Funday. Graduation is 
here.
While many students may be 
dreading the end of the “best days 
of their lives," just aKnit everyone 
has options.
Even with the state of the econ­
omy, Cal Poly students are better 
off than others. Even if they di>n’t 
have a job lined up, they have 
something just as gOLxl: a plan.
Construction management 
senior Matt Gallagher has interned 
for the past two summers at Vance 
Brown, a contracting and constnic- 
rion firm. He would like to work for 
VaiKe Brown for a few years after 
graduation and eventually take over 
his father’s constnKtion subcon­
tracting business, Hyland &. 
Associates.
“I have always wanted to take 
over the family business so I can 
work with my brothers and be my 
(own) boss," Gallagher said. “By 
working with a medium-sized con­
tracting firm, it will open up some 
doors and help with networking. 
So 1 will be able to hopdfully build
relationships with industi-y profes­
sionals."
The rate of employment for Cal 
Poly students is higher than other 
universities around the nation. In 
the 2CX)1 -02 academic year, 68 per­
cent of gniduates were employed 
full-time according to the 
Graduate Status ReptTrr and 24 
percent went on to graduate 
scb(,X)L
Industrial technology senior 
Jordan Thomas will begin the IT 
graduate program at Cal Poly as 
s(K>n as he gets his bachelor of sci­
ence degree.
“1 think some .students need 
some extra time to find their direc­
tion, and 1 think that obtaining a 
graduate degree shows prospective 
employers that you are willing to 
put in more work than other appli­
cants,” Thomas said.
Thomas’s ultimate goal is to get 
involved in technical consulting. 
After breaking into the industry, it 
is important to find a niche and 
know it inside and out, Thomas 
said. The median salary of Cal 
Poly industrial technology gradu­
ates is $44,000.
“If you are having a hard time 
finding a jumping off point, it is 
beneficial to speak with a career 
counselor at the Cal Poly Career 
C2enter,” Shel Burrell, interim
direcror of Career Services, said. 
“There are counselors that special­
ize in each college and have an 
area of expertise in the imlusrry 
that are familiar w’ith employers 
and can instruct you on applying 
u> graduate schools.’’
Career counselors show stu­
dents ways to contact perspective 
employers, find information on 
graduate programs and help with 
resumes. Students can .schedule 
an appointment or dn>p in every­
day Ix'tween 1 to 4 p.m. for advice, 
Burrell said.
Those without a plan shouldn’t 
panic yet. Mustang jobs, on the 
Career Services Web site, is one of 
many resources available to job 
hunters. Fourteen percent of Cal 
Poly students who graduated last 
year found their jobs online, this was * 
second to perst>nal referrals, which 
came in at 30 percent.
Career Services offers numerous 
worieshops, career fairs and will set 
up interviews with some of the 
most prestigious corporations in 
the nation throughout the year. 
For more information visit 
w w w . c a r e e r s e r v i c e s . 
calpoly.edu.
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Job prospects rosier for college graduates
By David Herbert
The Stanford  D aily (Stanfo rd  U niversity)
STANFORD, Calif. — This 
year’s ^raduatinj,' class faces slightly 
better job prospects upoit ^^ raLlua- 
tion than the Cla.ss ot 2005 J i J ,  but 
the outlook is still much Jiinmer 
than durinji the economic boom of 
the late 1990s.
Rev Principal, assistant director 
ot Employment Services at Stanford 
Cniversitv’s Career Development 
Center, said the number ot employ­
ers comint» to Stanford almost dou­
bled this fall compared to last year.
“Last year at this time, there were 
100 companies involved with 
Cardinal Recruiting’, compared with 
190 this fall,” she savs. “The number 
of job openintis at these companies 
is also jireater.”
There are more calls from 
employers who have never Ix'en to 
Stanford or who have mn been 
there in a tew years. Principal adds.
Some students expressed opti­
mism about the job market.
“.\s ,1 computer science major 
cominji out of Stanford, my 
prospects are not tiHi shabby," senior 
Nick Rrijiys said.
An overall upward trend has 
been seen nationally as well. 
Accordinjj to The Chronicle of 
blijiher Education, 60 percent of 
450 companies surveyed say they 
expect to increase their hirinji or 
hire at the same levels as last year, 
compared with 55 percent last year.
Rut despite this seemingly uood 
news, other indicators paint a less 
rosy picture. The number of recruit- 
inii advertisements in The Stanford 
Daily student newspaper has often 
been a barometer ot the job market. 
Daily business manat’er E:ra 
CLillahan said.
“Lookinti at the li'iiy-term pic­
ture, The Daily’s overall revenues 
,ind recruitment revenues follow 
the rise and fall ot the dot-com 
industry pretty closely,” Callahan 
said.
Tlie number ot ads in the paper 
have fallen sharply since the dot­
com industry collapsed in 2000. In 
the 2000-01 fiscal year, 197 recruit­
ing advertisements were purchased, 
compared with 88 the next year. So 
far in the 2005-04 fiscal year,-45 ads 
have been purchased.
More bad news comes in the 
form of the types of recruiters cMm-
inji to campus.
E n ji i n e e r i n y , 
investment bank­
ing and consulting 
firms are the most 
common recruiters 
on campus, leavinj» 
some liberal arts 
majiirs out in the 
cold.
“.As a political 
science major, my 
interests don’t aliyn 
with the three main 
fields,” senior jenny 
Rland said.
P r i n c i p a l  
acknowledtjes this 
disadvantajte, but 
,ilso points to an 
increa.se in
recruiters K>r busi­
ness and account- 
inji companies.
“These aren’t 
stronjily ‘fu::y’ 
fields, hut they .ire 
in that direction,” 
she saiil.
Even if the job market has 
improveLl, some seniors can’t forjjet 
the employment wi>es of previous
Cal Poly Graduates Employment
2001-02
Still seeking Other
t 2 percent E i"rl” yeJ3 percent  ^ Percent
68 percent
Graduate 
school 
24 percent
Part-time 
employment 
3 percent
Statistics Courtesy of Cal Poly Career Services
classes.
“1 was frij^hteneil last year when 
at graduation ,i jiroup of senitirs wa>
firinL; parachute men with resume> 
attached intti the stands with ,i 
slinushot,” Rland said.
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Gender inequality continues in the workplace
By Christiana Nelson
Rocky M ountain  C olleg ian  (Co lo r a d o  State U niversity)
F'ORT COLLINS, Colo. —  Jane Landwehr 
has Ix'c'U in the workforce ti'r much of her adult 
life and has witnessed many positive chanfjes in 
the way females are treateLl. Still, she said she 
hopes jjiender inequality iiT the workplace con­
tinues to chanjje.
“1 think it is important tor us to keep up with 
the tretid and take tncasure of what’s happening» 
so It doesn’t hecome a situation where we lapse 
iiTto old ways,” said Landwehr, the exclusive 
a^ent at Allstate Itisurance Company. “We 
can’t predict what the future holds.”
While women compose the majority tif col- 
letie jiradiiates, full-time female employees 
made appriYximately 77 cents for every dollar 
full-time male emplcTyees earned in 2002, 
according to the U.S. Census. This is up from 
about 64 cents for every male didlar made in 
1951, accordin^i to the U.S. Women’s Bureau 
and the National Committee on Pay Equity.
“Studies have been lIoitc with resumes of 
people with the same qualifications... even 
thoujj;h they have the same qualificatiiTns, the 
male ^ot the interview,” said John Maranfjos, 
an assistant economics protessiTr at Colorado 
State Uitiversity.
Since females earn Lnily a portion iif a male 
salary, women make an average of $400,000 less 
than men in their careers, according to the 
International Union, United Automobile, 
AertTspace and Ajiricultural Implement 
Workers (if America.
Uespite the statistics, Gwen Zeilcr, apparel 
and merchandising senior, said she has hit’ll 
hofxs tor her future career earnings, but work­
place inequality upsets her.
“1 think it has slowly been fiettiny better and 
will contitTLie to '^et Ix'tter,” Zeiler said. “It still 
makes me an^ry.”
Cody Parker, business marketing’ freshman.
Full-time 
female 
employees 
made about 
77 cents for ^  
every dollar a 
full-time male 
^employee 
made in 2002
Females make 
an average of 
$400,000 less 
than meriTi 
during their  ^
careers. ^
Fémales make 
I up the 
majority of I 
 ^ college 
^ g r a d u a t e s ^
said culture has a lot to do with j^ender inequal­
ity in earning's and is unsure what the future 
will brinf’.
“1 don’t a{,;ree with it, but it’s a cultural tiling; 
that still makes it more acceptable for women 
to work in the home,” Parker said. “It’s seen as 
a man’s job to j»o out and work and provide for 
the family. It’s hard to say if time will change 
that.”
The future of the income f;ap is unknown 
and the trends are inconsistent, as the inequal­
ity varies by aj»e. The narrowest yap in income 
is between youn^ professionals, but the {»ap 
increases as people become older.
.-Mexandra Bernasek, economics professor, 
said while .some people believe the income 
inequality between jjenders is improvinj> 
because of the decreased inequality between 
younn males and females in the workplace, 
there are opponents to the idea that America is 
clo.ser to j»ender earnings equiUity.
“Other people say, ‘no, not necessarily,’ 
because what tends to happen over the life 
cycle is that those family decisions come into
play and they affect women in a way they don’t 
affect men,” Bernasek said, offering child care 
as an example.
Marangos said since the United States does 
not subsidize child care like many other coun­
tries, it creates a barrier that will continue to 
make it more difficult for women to succeed in 
the workplace and makes their career breaks 
more permanent.
“Since child care is so expensive and women 
are not earning as much as men, they have to 
ask, ‘is it worth it?’” Marangos said. “What they 
are making in the workplace has to be .substan­
tially more than they are paying for child care 
for working to be a good decision.”
Marangos said earnings inequality will only 
decrease when America makes an effort to 
change.
“The only way this can change is if employ­
ers change their perception,” Marangos said. 
“Even above that, cultural ideals have to 
change to favor women in the workplace before 
we can have less inequality.”
Bernasek agrees that American ideals play a
Report: Women 
outpace men 
for doctorates
By Jessica Weaver
M innesota  D aily (U niversity of M innesota)
MINNEAPOLIS —  W hile the total 
number of doctorates awarded nation­
wide is falling, the proportion awarded 
to women is increasing, according to a 
recent report.
The Survey of Earned Doctorates, an 
annually released survey of nationwide 
doctorate recipients found that in 2002, 
the share of doctorates awarded to 
males declined by 4.5 percent. During 
that same time, the proportion of doc­
torates awarded to women rose by 1.1 
percent.
That trend holds true at the 
University of Minnesota, where 563 
doctorate degrees were awarded in the 
2002-03 school year. This year, 46 per­
cent of doctorates awarded went to 
women, up from 44 percent three years 
ago.
Some UM doctoral students are 
pleased to see more women pursuing 
careers in higher education.
significant role in income inequality.
“What we really need is a transformation in 
the labor market,” Bernasek said, “where we 
Icxik at employees as people who have families 
and family responsibilities and accommodate 
that in the work world and then there won’t be 
so much of a gender gap.”
The Cal Poly Alumni Association 
Congratulates the Class of 2003
Welcome to the family of over 100,000 alumni!
*
Stay connected after you graduate by activating your FREE aiumni e-mail forwarding account 
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you in the regional alumni alias e-mails so that you can receive e-mail updates about events 
in your local area.
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College of Agriculture 2003 Graduates
Agricultural Business
Bachelor of Science 
Seema R. Afiarwal 
Bradford Ro j^er Hanson 
Ryan Anthony Pierce 
Katherine Marie Akers 
April Marissa Hawkins * 
Adam James Pisz 
Tanya Nicole Anderson 
Matthew j.  Heaccx:k 
Kristin Renee Poochigian 
James Anthony Areias 
Mark Alan Hensley 
Mike Singh Purewal 
Jacques Pierre Arizcuren 
Margaret Ramey Hill 
Sheri Lynn Quistgard 
Ti>dd Peter Armstrong 
Charla Ann Hollister 
Karina Joanna Ramos 
Nicole Marie Bigarani 
Juliette Elisa Humphries 
Katheryn Marie Ray 
James Anthony Binns 
Justin Alan Jacobs 
Patricia Marie Record 
Lorin Matthew Bramhila 
Erik Andrew Johansen 
Stephen Anthony Ribeiro 
Michael Eugene Brandi 
Kasey Leighanne Justus 
Sarah Marie Schaaf 
Tenaya Dawn Bresson 
Andrea Elizabeth Kerhulas 
Amanda MaurineSchlenker 
Rebecca Kacy Brock 
Matthew Helmuth Kiehn 
Jennifer Lynne Schlenker 
Richard Davis Brown 
Jill Mary Kimmel **  
Matthew Ryan Scowley 
Craig Michael Cavalletto 
Daniel Scott Kimmelman 
Jonathan Lee Shad le 
Erica Lyn Chaney 
Melvin Karl Koller
Andrew Michael Sherman 
Charles EdwaixJ C'rompton Jr. 
Steven Joseph LaSalvia II 
John John Siliznoff 
Cassie Lynn Dill 
Kelli Anne Limi 
Joseph Jean Sill 
Ryan Alan Drake 
Robert Peter Mariani 
Erin Marissa Smith 
Anthony Myron Evangelo * 
Scott Devin McCullcxh 
Whitney Kathryn Smith 
James Allen Evans 
Mandy Lynn Mclsaac 
Erika Renae Tellez 
Lindsay M. Foff 
Julie Marie Miles 
Preston Haines Thomas 
Jaimee Marie Frankian 
Benjamin Molnar 
Gregory Dean Van Dyke 
Manuel Ferreira Gomes 
Bryce W. Mixire 
Montana T. Weaver 
Fabio Romulo Guidino 
Maile Frances Morehart 
Lindsay Johanna Willadsen 
Jennifer Beth Hannan 
Kris Michael Morgan 
Jacqueline L. Wcxrd 
Kevin Earl Hansen 
Bradford Michael Peterson
Agricultural Science
Bachelor of Science 
Amanda Ellen Beals 
Kerry Langford 
Sara Ann Searcy 
Melissa Maria DePaoli 
Amber Jean Madlem **  
Jared Ari in Strouss 
Carla C. Gianolini 
Matthew Ryan Moreno 
Regina G. Zendejas
Samuel Higgins 
Jennifer Nicole Peoples 
Gretchen Marie Iversen 
Morgan David Rourke
Agricultural Systems 
Management
Bachelor of Science 
Pascoe Henry Bowen 
Jaime Contreras 
John David Moiola
Agriculture
Master of Science 
Melissa Amy Bristow 
Lorna Wieseler Lassonde 
Alison Marie Rush 
Sage Mitchell Finch 
Raul Jose Murrieta Jr. 
Heather Marie Skala 
Stacy Marie Huerta 
Jeanette Marie Occhipinti 
Shawn T. Veysey 
Angel Maree Jones 
Tracy Michele Putnam
Animal Science
Bachelor of Science 
Kristal Rose Barnett 
Heather Lynn HiKhstein 
Travis Murry Thurman 
Lainy Ek*th Bettencourt 
Nicole Mai Hui 
Margot Jean Turner 
Heather Michelle Boyle 
Lindsey Marie James 
Cassandra Bess Walker 
Brett Fitzgerald Bradley 
Andrea Mae Laubscher 
Shannon Michelle White * 
Carrie L. Brians 
Alexis Danielle Lewis 
Julie Ann Zimmerman 
William Joseph Burciaga 
Kelly Anne Peterman
Diana Lynn Del Sarto * 
Rebecca Kathryn Surian ,
BloResource &
Agricultural Engineering
Bachelor t)f Science 
Randell Y. Ishii **
Adam John Read 
Buck Eugene Tugel 
Sean Brian Phillips 
Clinton Paul Rehermann
Crop Science
Bachelor of Science 
Justin Martin Dutra 
Joel David Harris 
Norma Feliciana Romero 
Nicholas Gordon Edsall 
Pedro Huerta Jr.
Robert Tixld Schuberg 
Samuel Jacob Ghilarducci 
Charles Paul Kidd
Dairy Science
Bachelor of Science 
Melissa Lynn Broughton 
Anthony Myron Evangelo 
Michael Brian Santos Jr. 
Sabrina Alycia Castro 
Kate Rachel Hilt 
Henry J. Veenendaal 
Stephanie Mekmie lAimmann 
Rianna Louise Mebane
Earth Sciences
Bachelor of Science 
Nicholas Alexander Bellanca 
Walter Trumbull Wcxidhead
Environmental 
Horticultural Science
Bachelor of Science 
Dianna Lyn Deem *
Evan Sparrow Humphreys 
Andrew Paul Strahle
Rachel Maya Giosetfi 
Garrett Michael L()vell 
derisa Mae Stratton 
John Christopher Horne 
James William Patterson
Food Science
Bachelor of Science 
Jennifer Ann De Costa 
Carol B. Hayden **
Forestry Sciences 
Master of Science 
Gary Bruce Roller
Forestry and Natural 
Resources
Bachelor t)f Science 
Sergio R. Arias 
Liane Irene Phillips 
Kelly Lee Strecker * * *  
Matthew Edwin Melchiorsen 
Richard Thomas Steffke
Fruit Science
Bachelor of Science 
Bowen Joseph Cardoza 
Michael Robert Gloeckler 
James Thomas Watkins 
Bradley DeWayne Foster 
Gar>' Joseph Linhares 
Shannon Lynn Gledhill 
Kimberly Susan Stewart
Nutrition
Bachelor of Science 
Timothy John CiKhran 
Lisa Kathleen Gravelle 
Kirsten Marie Petersen 
Clare Lynn Dunleavy 
Carla Christine Guevara 
Justin Adam Robinson 
Loni Ann Ellis 
Anna Danielle Inns 
Kelly Joanna Robinson
Anna Elizabeth Gtat 
Carrie Anne Knight 
Judy Hyun Yang 
Amber Summer Grantham 
Brittany Ann Lorimer
Nutritional Science
Bachelor of Science 
Kimberly Susan Taylor
Recreation, Parks, & 
Tourism Admin
Bachelor ot Science 
Toren Julia Bentson 
Aaron Christopher George 
Allison Renee Luxenberg 
Adrian Nichole Bonelli 
Daniel Everett Hanks 
Emily Susan Meyer 
Michael David Chavis 
Christen Lindsay Huff 
Kristin Alene Nigro 
Kelly Ann Christiansen 
Carey Brice Larson 
Katherine Marie Protze 
Sean Martin Fitzgerald 
Jennifer .Annette Louis 
Christopher Fomell Scott 
Angela Marie Schacatano 
Kerri Christine Sundeen 
Niki Ann Whitseit 
Ethan Brett Shaffer 
Steven Scott Talbot 
Amanda Dawn Wolff 
Craig William Smullin 
Megan Leigh Thomas 
Natalie Dawn Spencer 
Alyx Ann Truax
Soil Science
Bachelor ot Science 
Damaris Anne Hagan 
Brian Anthony Reyes 
Daniel Paul Taverner
College of Engineering 2003 Graduates
Aerospace Engineering
Master of Science 
Ernesto Aceves 
Rogelio J. Maltkmado'Aguilar 
Veronica Bashbush 
Noriko Takada
Bachelor of Science 
Ernesto Aceves 
Gayle Elaine Knutzen 
Noriko Takada 
Andrew Clayton Cone 
Rogelio J. MaldonackvAguilar 
Fred James Jones 111 
Marcel Martinez
Civil Engineering
Bachelor of Science 
Elskin Lisa Allan 
Manolo Josue Gonzalez 
Gregory Lewis Pitzer * 
Jennifer Lim Alviso 
Jack Guzman 
Randy Fung Kin Quan 
Tyson Christopher Atwcxxl 
Tara Leni Heikens **
Joshua David Runnion 
Robert Michael Joseph Blake Jr. 
Garrett Ralph Higerd 
Edmundo C. Salgado Jr. 
lAmiel Paul BlcKk 
Christopher Alvin HiKkett 
Dana Michael Schiffner 
Benjamin Alexander Candee 
Travis Craig Hurt 
Michelle Claudine Sindorf 
Jorge Alberto Cano 
Samu A. Lilio 
Kristina Anne Skrehot 
Jesse Cline
Floreto Fernandez Lomibao 
Thomas Christopher Trott * 
Gkivanni Richard Dcintato ***  
Christopher Brendan McManus 
Lynsey Noelle Willadsen 
Patrick David Devericks 
Travis Williams McRitchie 
Jason Lee Fussel 
Kinsey Lowe Pascoe
Civil and Environmental 
Engineering
Ma.ster of 55cience 
Aubrey Baure
Jacqueline Elizabeth Penzien 
Michael Paul Wallace
Computer Engineering
Bachelor of Science 
Christopher E. Ackles 
Rami M. Ibrahim 
Riheito Antinio Zavala Martinez 
Kathryn Elizabeth Biirrud 
Daniel Frederick Krach 
Anup Stimayaji 
Michael Alexander Bunting 
Peter Kim Lam 
Jason Hung Stratton 
Scott Eli Dahl 
Kep Gear Lim 
Hector Torres Jr.
Geoffrey Ernest Davis Stanley 
Yan-Naing Lim 
Tyler Wertenbruch 
Jimmy Q uik  Hy Duong 
Eddie William Liu 
Jeniene Louise White 
Kerry Cindy Huang 
Eve Yi Yun Liu Yipei Yu 
Mustafa Musa Ibrahim 
JingLiang Liu
Computer Science
Master of Science 
Michael Alexander Bunting 
Kit Lee Lai 
Ryan Dean Retting 
Patricia Ann Elka 
Robert James Pyle 
Joseph David Ryan 
Daniel Richard Grieb 
Eric Robert Rail
Bachelor of Science 
David Shep Arine 
Ian David Robert Fisher 
Robert James Pyle **
Jasen Michael Bankson 
Stephen Nicholas Hirst * * *  
Christian C. Sales 
Alexis Michael Berkoff 
Minar Amar Karia 
Daniel Adrian Salzano 
Jesse Knowles Bilsten
Carol Huyen Le 
Leming Shi
Gregory Michael Blevins
Brad Lohr
Agan Deep Singh
Yin Tung Newman Chan
Jeffrey Tsun Fei Lui
Tristan Keith Smith
Ka-Wah Cho
Sunil Malik
Jean Bow Tam
Erik Edwin Christine
Greggory Frederick Peschel
Johnny K. Wong
Joshua James Qihen
John Quang Pham
Yin Yuan
Electrical Engineering
Master of Science 
Christopher E. Ackles 
Meng Chon Chong 
Newlyn Hui
Lloyd Emmett Albright 111 
Brian Ellis Clow 
Ryan Edward Star
Bachelor of Science 
Lloyd Emmett Albright III 
James Crosby Collins 
Daniel Amador Galindo 
Marvin Jan Camilon 
Sean L. I'Hinn
Limg Christian-Yves Gnagne 
Kour Thay Chau *
Ryan John Dwight 
Zachary Andrew Gray 
Leanne Liesan Cheung 
Darrell Calub Ebuen 
Myo Han * * ’"
Kristine Noelani Hendricks 
Jonathan Wayne Luty 
Esteban Nunez 
Adam David Herzing 
Matthew Jay Mislcelly 
Jaino Jose Parasseril 
Martin TxJd Hess 
Brandon Lee Mosst 
Timmy Michael Reed 
Virgil Vincent Hidalgo 
Larry Ng 
Nishant Sharma
Cindy Le
Nguyen Tai Nguyen 
Mark Hill Guan Wong 
Jason Lee 
Quay Siu Nhin
Engineering
Master of Science 
Bunkim Girish Chokshi 
Andy F. Lin 
Karla E. Spencer 
Kraig Jemme Patrick Erickson 
Stephen Ernest Nelson 
Magali Qincepcion Figueroa 
Ryan Ramon Rogado
Environmental
Engineering
Bachelor of Science 
Matthew Alan Hixiper 
Kristin Michelle Mancini 
Jacqueline Elizabeth Penzien
General Engineering
Bachelor of Science 
Scott Harristm Anderson 
Kraig Jerome Patrick EricLson 
Ryan Ramon Rogado 
Christopher Paul Artac 
Bryan James Hendershot 
Sarah Ann Vance 
Timothy H. Cheng * 
Nkdiolas Simon Naim-Binch * 
Dinald Lloyd Craw 
Matthew Joseph O'Neal
Industrial Engineering
Master of Science 
Chiraz Gasmi
Bachelor of Science 
Patrick Zapata Ang 
Michelle Colleen Dent 
Rebecca Lynn Rowney 
Lana Alexandra Bagley 
Jesse Alexandra Francis 
Samantha Lyn Shelton 
Michael Belford Brown * 
Christina Marie Ghiorso 
Stephanie Ming-Wai Tam 
Aimee Alcantara Dalusong 
Kami Khoa Pham
Manufacturing
Engineering
Bachelor of Science 
Eric Lome Dean 
Kelly Jay Mobley 
Stephanie Leigh Korenstein 
Ronald Thomas Moss
Materials Engineering
Bachelor of Science 
Katherine Frances l')ay 
Gabriel Fox Gamey 
Stephen Ernest Nelson
Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science 
Jefferey William Bashian
Bachelor of Science 
Zachary Carsten Bohard 
Parish Kent Krautkramer 
Vincent Vinh Phan 
Jeff Daniel Boyer 
Kenneth Y. Lam 
Nicholas Sky Rikco
Leonardo Cosio 
Kenneth Yuen Kin Lam 
Carolina R. RixJriguez 
John Ottone I')enson 
Sean Colin Larson 
Kenton Leroy Rogers 
Robert Philip De Voi I 
Kyle Jay Laudner 
Jedediah Daniel Sally 
Ctxly James Evans 
Laura Lynn McClusky, 
Honors Program 
Ryan Stanley Self 
S>ean David Flickinger 
Justin Gilmore Murray 
Jesus I. Soria 
Ricardo Garcia 
Quynh Manh Nguyen 
Karla E. Spencer 
Cesar Gomez 
Everardo Ocampo 
Matthew LLoyd Ventura 
Nancy Ann Holmstrom 
Gregory David Pettey 
Kylee Marion Wright
Billy,
Con gra tula tion s! You  took on  an in cred ible
CHALLENGE AND SUCCEEDED. WE KNEW THAT YOU 
COULD ACCOMPLISH MUCH. MAY GOD CONTINUE TO 
BLESS YOU IN A MIGHTY WAY AS YOU BEGIN A NEW 
EXCITING JOURNEY...
We LOVE YOU. Mom , Dad, Brian and To d d
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Students choose grad 
school instead of job
POST GRADUATE
Mustang Daily
By Leigh Pogue
Rocky M ountain  C ollegian  (Co lo r a d o  State 
U niversity)
FORT COLLINS, Colo. —  With 
the unemployment rate steadily ris- 
inji since 2000 to the current 6 per­
cent as of October, more students are 
finding alternatives to getting a job 
directly alter graduation.
“1 think It is a tightened econo­
my," said Brian O ’Bruha, as.sociate 
director of the Career Center and 
career counselor at Colorado State 
University. “There are jobs out there. 
It may take longer to find one 
though.”
For some students, one alternative 
to waiting tor a job or getting a job in 
which they are less interesteLl is to 
apply to graduate schcYol and 
advance their education.
“In general, when jobs are tougher 
to find, it is a good use of people’s 
time to he in schoLTl,” said Patrick 
Pellicane, dean of the CSU graduate 
schcxil. “If you find yourself unem­
ployed and with no prospects imme­
diately, you have to do something 
with your time.”
The slowing economy encouraged 
Dallas Blaney, a master’s student in 
political science, to go on to graduate 
schiX)!.
“1 always planned on (going to 
graduate schcxd), hut because 1 was­
n’t able to get a job it made me think 
ahcHit going tm in schcxil .stxmer,” 
Blaney said.
Getting a graduate degree may 
also help Blaney get a job in teach­
ing, which he was not able to do with 
just his bachelor’s degree in history.
Holly Gates-Peters, who is work­
ing on her master’s in speech com­
munication, came hack to get her 
advanced degree after working for 
three years in the corporate setting. 
She decided to go to graduate schcx)! 
because her job in corporate htiman 
resources wasn’t as rewarding as she 
had hoped. She was also encouraged 
to go hack because when she gradu­
ates in May 2005, she believes the 
job market will he better.
Gates-Peters said of the 12 stu­
dents in her program, at least three lT 
them came hack because of the pcxir 
job economy.
Pellicane finds that like Blaney 
and Gates-Peters, many students go 
to graduate schtxrl because they see 
more career choices.
“A graduate degree is more 
fiKused,” Pellicane said. “Students 
are going (to graduate schoLrl) for a 
much more specific reason —  to get 
credentials that will open dcxrrs for 
them.”
Graduate schocrl, however, 
requires a time commitment and 
money.
“For an individual, it has to fit 
with their career goals,” O ’Bruha 
said. “Grad school is a very serious 
emleavor and applicants have to he 
motivated.”
UC system averts grad student strike
• Walk outs on 
eight campuses 
avoided; tentative 
contract signed
By Alex Eiranova
D aily  C a l if o r n ia n  (U n iv e r s it y  of 
C a l if o r n ia -B e r k ele y )
BERKELEY, Calif. —  Union 
negotiators and University of 
California officials skirted a grad­
uate student instructor strike 
across eight UC campuses during 
finals week in a tentative con­
tract agreement reached late 
Tuesday night, just two days 
before graduate students were 
scheduled to take to the picket 
lines.
The tentative contract resolves 
one of tWLT key union demands —  
the right to engage in sympathy 
strikes when other UC unions 
walk-out, according to an inter­
nal union e-mail obtained by The 
Daily Californian.
Although the union did not 
gain another demand —  a neutral 
arbitrator to mediate workload 
disputes —  they will have their 
job descriptions and responsibili­
ties detailed in writing, which 
could help resolve workload dis­
agreements, according to the e- 
mail.
“This agreement raises the 
standards for union contracts for 
(academic student employees)
throughout the country ... and 
makes significant improvements 
in the rights, wages, and bene­
fits,” according to the e-mail, 
which urged members to approve 
the deal.
Both U C and union officials 
declined to comment on the 
details of the agreement
and said they would do so hcLVe CL 
only when the contract class o f  600
was ratified. freshmen and
Union members across ,
UC campuses are expect- SOj)hOT7lOTe.S. 1
benefits before beginning work, 
according to the e-mail.
The contract will give union 
members a 1.5 percent minimum 
wage increase and promises an 
additional 1.5 percent raise when 
Academic Senate faculty receive 
merit increases again, according 
to the e-mail.
Students and profes­
sors expressed relief that 
a strike had been avoid­
ed.
“1 think th at’s goodca ses are ex ect­
ed to vote LYn the contract U'ilSri t CXdCtly because everyone was
by the end of the week. looking foT' 
“Wc are pleased to have ^
resolved cYur differences at 
the bargaining table and P^OSpect Oj 
reach an agreement that Tending 600  
continues the university’s essay finals.”
policy of siviirg its „ „ ^ 6 «  P rice ,
instructional assistants
some of the best employ- science
ment terms in all of high- professor
er education,” said U C  _______________
spokesman Paul Schwartz.
Rajan Mehta, head steward of 
the University Lif California at 
Berkeley’s 2,500-memher chapter 
of the union, said the university 
had been “more cooperative and 
productive” in the past few days.
“We are pleased we have been 
able to get this far,” Mehta said.
Other gains include the right 
to provide new employees with 
union membership forms when 
they fill out payroll and to inform 
all employees of their rights and
feeling victimized,” said 
anthropology professor 
Alan Dundes.
U C-Berkeley sopho­
more Robert Gregg said 
he was pleased that his 
math discussion sections 
would go forward.
“Our math class is 
really tough,” Gregg said.
-----------  “It’s good to have the
GSIs tell us how to solve the 
problems.”
Thursday’s strike would not 
have been the first G Sl walkout 
this year —  hut it would have 
been the most painful, hitting 
during finals.
“I have a class of 600 freshmen 
and sophomores,” said Robert 
Price, associate vice chancellor of 
research and a political science 
professor. “I wasn’t exactly look­
ing forward to the prospect of 
reading 600 essay finals.”
Why wait in line?
When it's time to make your student 
payments, be first in line at:
stu à ^
- -ïj ■■■'. -t ■ ■•
'n, 4
Uf- .+.,1
. j f r
accou f^
r Mâ ' ‘
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Cal Poly Welcomes 
the American Express* Card
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Orfalea College of Business 2003 Graduates
Business Administration
Master tif Business 
Administration 
Rabbia Wasim Khan 
Joe N. Lyons
Dessislava Hristiwa Mladenova
Bachelor of Science 
Erik Steven Ackerman 
Rebecca Anne Goodwin 
Heather Dawn Nystrom 
Marissa Amy Alonsagay 
Leticia Gutierrez 
John William Newell 
Erik Scott Anderson 
Celeste Elizabeth Haggmark ** 
TTiam Tlii Nguyen 
Rafael R Aquino 
Erik David Hansen 
Jason Kilbourne Oppler 
Silvia Arellano 
Elizabeth Anne Harland 
Megan Frances Parker 
Valerie Lynn Bailly 
Austin Javen Harwcxxl 
Emanuel Pasternack 
Sean Dudley Baird 
Gregg Joseph Herrington 
Jalpa K. Patel 
Brian Neal Ball 
Qiry Lee Hogg 
Timothy Michael Paulson 
Holly Jane Ballard
Danielle Louise Hustedt 
Jennifer Nicole Payne 
Amy S. Baxter 
Leon Tilford Jámele 
Shane Richard Payton 
Kevin Taylor Bendemire * * *  
Denise Arlene Jannopxxilos ** 
Raymond Lloyd Penny * 
John Joseph Benetti Jr. 
Tracy Allison Jansen 
David Robert Porterfield 
Brian Patrick Brehmer 
Kris M. Jong 
Kyle Brandon Power 
Matthew James Brcxikmann 
Cheryl Kang 
Maleia Melinda Puma 
Jeffrey Morgan Brummett 
Nicholas H. Kato 
Maria Natalia C. Reynoso 
David Douglas Button 
Matthew Ryan Keach 
Aaron Douglas Rife 
Tyler Phillip Caffey 
Kevin Andrew Kehoe 
Isaura Rodriguez 
Keith Clemente Carinalli 
Brandon Henry Keiser 
Joshua Lee Ross 
Brent Taylor Chamberlain 
Julie Louise Kershaw 
Ivan Ruiz 
Eionnie Chan
Matthew Raymond Kisner 
Carrie Elizabeth Schubert 
Ramona Hoi San Chan 
Corey Michael Kroviak 
David Michael Seminsky 
Philip Edward Chang * 
Michael Stewart Lawson 
Timothy Lee Sheets **  
Erica Debra Cheatum 
Tha Thanh Thi Le 
Vincent John Shriver 111 
Alice P. Chen 
Julie C. Leary 
Justin Russell Sligh 
Rosa Cheong **
Joseph Sung Min Lee 
Andrew Ryan Stark 
Erica Lauren Chiarello * 
Tabathia A. LeMay 
Shannon Marie Stobie 
Maple Meipui Ching 
Gregory Paul Levy 
Kristin Mariko Takemoto 
Eli J. Cohen 
Yu Ena Li
Phillip William Toriello 
Brian James Corbett 
Christine Marie Link **  
Miguel Angel Torres 
Paul John Crawford 
Shaun Andrew Lopez 
Wendy Rae Traenkner 
Aaron Joseph Curti * *
Phuong My Luan 
Matt Allen Trotter 
Emma Starks Cuskelly 
Justin Lee Mclntire 
Karli Kristen Twisselman 
Julia Elizabeth Daniel 
Jeffrey Brian McKieman 
Derek Untalan 
Briana Lynn De Veer 
Cynthia Lynn Mead 
Jeffery Michael Veeh 
Bradley Allen Dunlap 
Michal Matthew Mienwinski 
Samantha Maria Voth 
Thomas Lee Dunn 
Christie Marie Miller 
Nicole Guimaraes Walker 
Michael Anthony Etchevers 
William George Mills 
Lisa Marie Walter 
Molly Anne Evans 
Eric Wayne Moe 
Traci Lynn Weichert 
Michelle Renee Fagundes * 
Esteban A. Montenegro 
Lauren Marie Weir *
Jasim Fazal
Frank James Monterrosa 
Paul James White 
Rhoda Pambid Florentino 
Daniel Craig Mcxire 
Travis Michael Widder 
Kasey Steven Fox
Andres Moran 
Ru Jun Wong *
Clavery Elric Freeman 
Stephen Henry More **  
Liyun Xie **
Emily J. Frye *
Michael Chapin Mullen 
Vincenza Zabatta **
James Fumio Fujiwara 
Russell Collins Murfey 
George D. Zahariudakis **  
Noriko Fukasawa *
Regina Jo Murth 
Jill Kimiko Fukumoto 
Meghan Christine Neville
Economics
Bachelor of Science 
Andrew Thomas Brewer 
Lauren Kay Gauger ** 
Rebecca Ann Rapp 
Daniel Frederick Carlson 
Randall H. Kong 
Lyndsey Day Wilcox 
Stephanie Lynn Frost 
Evan Taylor Lash 
Rt>bert Leonard Worthington 
Twiggy Wing Suen Fung 
Adam Jacob Leff
industrial Technology
Bachelor of Science 
Antonio Lucas Armas
Alexander Todd Gaerlan 
Ted J. Rodriguez 
Bryan Arthur Augustin 
Christopher John Godfrey 
Jason Dean Shehan 
Nicholas Roy Bradley 
Stephen Robert Herlick * 
William Howard Summers 
Jenica Lyn Brigham 
Larry Doan Hoang 
Craig Ryan Torrence * 
David James Rums 
Matthew Richard Kelley 
Maysun Freddy Robert Wells 
Jeffrey Allen Byers 
Bradley Lewis Lear 
Joseph Michael Wishon 
Janet E. Cerrón 
Alexander Paul Mitchell 
Spencer Dtxiglas Frankenbeiger 
Christen Martin Munoz
Industrial and Technical 
Studies
Master of Science 
Ryan James Ambom 
Gregory Paul IViyle 
Scott David Kelting 
Sean Michael Callahan 
Keith Fanning Donica 
Darren Scott Crosby 
Lisa Melia l>ake
College of Liberal Arts 2003 Graduates
Art and Design
Bachelor of Science 
Keith Patrick Bormuth 
Jonathan David Elsdon 
Holly Emily Christine Petason * 
lisa Han Brink *
Austin E. Goldin 
Jennifer Christine Renick 
Alistm Louise Chadwick 
Robert Nathan Hill 
Justin Lee Tripp 
Anna Danielle Chaffin * 
Erik Matthew Marinovich 
Julia Rose West 
Lindsay Michelle Direy 
Andrew S. Motta
Child Development
Bachelor of Science 
Kari Ann Applegate 
Kristen Michelle Qiley 
Kimberly Sue Silverman 
Paige Liuise Billingsley 
Twyla D'nise Ervin 
Kimberly Joy Snyder 
Kelly Jean Riolger 
Jamie Michelle Lex 
Darcy Leigh Vaughn 
Traice Michelle Caretto * 
Karen Lynn Little 
l^nyse Zierman G)le 
Jacqueline Vargas Salas
English
Master of Arts 
Angela Sue Blewitt 
Adelaide Caroline Hunter 
William Everett Walters III 
Cynthia Ellen Gaw 
JtKelyn Barrett Knowlton 
Mattnew Charles Hidinger 
Qilleen Jessica Martin
Bachelor of Arts 
Heidi Brandt
Burl McDemiottJoseph
Thomai s David Terrell 
Ann Lorraine Campbell 
Aimee Vanessa Moisa 
Conor Michael Walsh 
Miguel Andres Diaz 
Rachel Dorine Noe 
Mathew Collings Wintzer 
Whitney Kathleen Dilan 
Kittherine Elizabeth Peterstm *
Martin Ashley Wcxxlard 
nge
Melanie Sue Snoway
Morgan Charles E l
Elizabeth Robyn Yarris 
Nicolina Susann Galante 
Nicole Christine Sottile 
David Anthony Zevely 
Jeremi Lee Lewis 
Nikole Alaina Swan 
Alicia Marie Dipes * 
Molly Ji Taylor
Graphic Communication
Bachelor of Science 
Katie Ann Albang 
Jtwh David Hiney 
Jacqueline Ann Sinnott 
Garth Wade Biedinger 
Jessica Ann Kixîhnen 
Mandy Nicole Têtard 
Leslie Jane Burton *
Amy Lai
Jennifer Ellen Tuomi 
Stephanie M. Chu 
Andria Marie Ledon 
Megan Ellen Westphal 
Marie Elizabeth Curtin 
Arturo Palomimis 
Nathaniel LeCato Wiley 
Kristen Kay Fillitm 
Shaun Vicente Porcar
Jessica Chantal Grey 
Kelly Shay Power
History
Bachelor of Arts 
Michael L. Amoult 
Tyler James Gibson 
Patrick Kenneth Millett 
Christina Deborah Carrillo 
Nicole Janine Hanes 
Jeremy Stephen Newfield 
Heather Danielle Ferreira 
Travis Norman Hertlein 
Angela Rose Ryan 
Ryan Delano Fitch 
Zachary Greene Marshall * 
Dustin Laurence Schieve 
Miguel Alonzo Gamboa 
Matthew Gordon McGillum 
Vinit S. Shrawagi *
Human Development
Bachelor of Science 
Marianne Kay Flak
Journalism
Bachelor of Science 
Patricia Ashley Bridges 
Nicole Marie Elder 
Amanda Marie Hippe 
Kristy Marie Charles *
Sierra Zwald Fish 
Augusta Belle Kiene 
Lauren Nicole Chase 
Kelly Marie Foster 
Sally Anne Larsen 
Meredith Ann G>rbin 
Evann Lyn Castaido 
Alina Patricia Neacy 
Stephen Andrew Curran 
Katie Shayne Haynes 
Meghan Lynne Nowakowski 
Stacee Rrianne Doming
Amy Leigh Hessick 
Caitlin Elizabeth O'Farrell 
Alexa Louise Ratcliffe 
Malia Fani Spencer 
Christen Ntiel Wegner 
Eric Cyrus Rich 
Lucia Marie Stone 
Jennifer Anne Zeiszler * 
Michael James Schc«nbachler 
Samantha Anne Weeks
Liberal Studies
Bachelor of Science 
Kristin Grace Bontrager 
Maria Auxilio Gonzalez 
Andrea Rolon 
Hannah Beth Bretz *
Lauren Kathleen Kvalstad 
Christopher Benton Roullard 
Kelly Margaret Chute 
Buoi Kha Lam 
Elisa Helene Schultz 
Christina Nena Cusuxlio 
Caitilyn Laurel Leff 
Julie Ann Steigler 
Cecelia B. Davis 
Sonia Yvette Meza 
Tiffany Marie Vaughan 
Gianna Marie Filice * * *  
Alison Alissa O'Hagan 
Lisa Lentz Wilson 
Kathryn Elizabeth Forsman 
Amber Rose Paradies * 
DeKirah Lee Zimmerman **
Bachelor of Arts 
Nicole Marie Aeder 
Lisa Horowitz Ellman 
Lisa Marie Powell 
Margaret Mary Archuleta 
Meghann D. Fitzgerald * 
Lisa Robin Schmidt 
Kristina Lee Bianchi **
Nora Jacobo'Salguero 
Anne Marie Sosa 
Ian Olvera Byerrum 
Jennifer Kay Luu 
Sarah Elizabeth Stiles 
Jaime Ramon Calderon 
Michelle Leigh McDermott 
Angela M. Von Rauner * 
Zachary Anthony Qiitez 
Elizabeth Paredes
Modern Languages & 
Literatures
Bachelor of Arts 
Tiffany Lyn Barry **
Allison Jancl Bums HiTkits 
B o p a m
Erin Elizabeth Steen
Musk
Bachelor of Arts 
Holly Elizabeth Ranst)m *
Philosophy
Bachelor of Arts 
Ann Lirraine Campbell 
Matthew Txld Gray 
Adrienne Joy Delamarian 
Casey McGee Shannon
Political Science
Bachelor of Arts 
Angelita Christine Avila 
Sheila A. Gow 
Sarah Adele Orazio 
Travis Erin Clarke 
Rt^alinda Hernandez 
Leanne Nicole Pittsford 
Amanda Rose Ellen Clifford 
Tyler Jefferstin Johnstm 
Ella Elvira Porat 
Sara Elizabeth Diamond
Jennifer Beth Levin 
Zachary Frank Repka 
Mariah Powers Dilworth 
Trevin Garrett Lingren 
Christopher Hansna Schmidt 
Ernesto Omar Falcon 
Mary Elizabeth Lucido 
Jason Alexander Schneider 
Carol Girrea Fleury *
Meital Manzuri 
Emily Rose Seville 
Katherine Ryan Freeman 
Tirzah Ann McDmald 
Jason Gregory Starkey 
Tyler Jemer Fremming 
Kathleen Marie Ohl 
Isaac Franklin Warner
Psychology
Master ot Science 
I'JeK’irah Elizabeth Evans 
Jennifer Elizabeth Ireland 
G xey Riordan Wilbur
Bachekir of Science 
Angela Marie Alipio 
Jessica M. I'V Leon 
Jennifer Lagos 
Christy Ann Arlt 
Brenda Lee Diaz 
Andria Lee Lightle 
Ginger Lee Bailey 
Laura Nicole Fairchild 
Aubrie Elizabeth Merz **  
Melissa Lynn Bayne 
Darlene Mae Foster 
Laura Katherine Milham 
Kristina Hibshman Berger 
Tanya Hiabedi DTcdoGimKw 
Michelle Kathryn Musso
see CLA, page 9
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It's Your Turn Now 
Congratulations
o r i . .
Imagine in your head the story of a very brave person 
who is capable, brilliant, and talented.
In front of the person stands a very large mountain.
She must climb this mountain in order to reach her goal,
The valley of dreams which lies just on the other side.
She climbed that mountain sometimes slipping back while fighting many obstacles 
Along the way, but found the strength to fight the temptation to quit.
She was determined and found the strength to reach the summit, she succeeded. 
Shannon, go find your valley of dreams 
You’ve earned it, you deserve it, and I knew you could do it. 
lAve,
Chivaun
Ke l l i L imi
C o n g r a t u la t io n s ... 
We 're very  pr o u d  o f  y o u !
Lo v e , Mom  8 Dad
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College of Architecture 
and Environmental 
Design 2003 Graduates
Architectural Engineering
Bacheli>r ot Science 
Michelle La^oy Garcia 
Jaclyn Michelle Rimando 
Peter James Swanson 
Michael Nicolas Murphy 
James Robert Spore
Architecture
Master ol Science 
Chittna Chotihhongs
Bachelor ot Architecture 
Christine Nicole Beavis 
Morgan Sykes Jayhush 
William Earl Tickell 
Joel Randall Chapin 
Brendan F. Kelly 
Raphael Vasquez 
Michal Lind Healy 
Ector Hugo Mojica 
Sean Michael Whiracre
City and Regional Planning
Master ot Caty (Si Regional Planning 
Eric John Campagna
Bachelor ot Science 
Brian Allee 
Jason Lawrence Gavin 
Ryan Glenn Foster 
Andrew Abraham Rubin
Construction Management
Bachelor ot Science 
Vicente Chavez Bravo 
Christopher R. Joyce 
Vimal Amratlal Patel 
Kevan Daniel Carr 
David Anthony Leonard 
Jeremy Mark Pray 
Raymundo Castillo 
Michael Troy Meldrum 
Christopher Paul Renelli 
Michael Daniel Demhoski 
Jettrey Williams Messana 
Albert Ernest Saroyan 111 
Courtney Paige Fischer 
Garrett R. Nahas 
Christina Amber Tanner 
Lauren Jayne Hill 
Casey Wayne Olsen 
Jonathan Eric Hurley 
Ruben Christopher Partida
Landscape Architecture
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture 
Kellie Haline Berger 
Matthew Adam Mehlschau 
Adrian Nohre Simoes 
Stephen Alessio DeBellis 
Kathryn Melinda Richey 
Scott Andrew Strand 
Birgitte Marthinsen 
Charles Edgar Roush
University of Teacher 
Education 2003 Graduates
Master ot Arts 
Claire M. Chapman 
Kelly Kasper 
Erika Elizabeth Wells 
Todd Alan Dearden 
Judith Lynn Sackett
Pamela B. Zirion 
Laura Lee Eras 
Jillian Leigh Smith 
Richard Terrence Franey 
Judith Ann Van Fleet
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»
Minor: High altitude 
I knitting
[Speciality: Arabion 
Mocha Java
A d a m  l o f i
Major: Economics 
Minor: Statisics (concentration 
in Sarcasm)
Speciolity: Orange Mocha 
Frapachino
K o v in  E i< k  (Honoroble mention • 
's transferring, not graduating) 
Major: Efectricai engineering 
Minor: intepretive face 
painting
Speciolty: Non Fat Vanilla 
Latte; venti
"when KCPR stops being polite and starts getting real"
Now really. Congratulations, you did it. You ore now opart of on elite 
club they coll Col Poly/KCPR Alumni. Thanks for everything. It has been 
fun. Now grab your satchel and begin your journey out into the "real 
world." Prove your fellow DJs proud, and y'oll come bock yo hear.
- th e  e n t ity  k n o w  a s  K C P R
T h e e a
c:ol l t\i2^e o f  B u s i n e s s
Collectively, June & December classes of 2003 have 
participated in approximately 130,2(X) hours of classroom and 
lab instruction; 260,400 hours of study time; a variety of college 
and university clubs and organizations; and a myriad of team 
and individual sports.
Not to mention work, play, and life.
We send you on to the next chapter with great pride.
Don’t forget to keep in touch and help 
us continue to brag about you.
May the road rise up to meet you.
May the wind be always at your 
back.
May the sun shine 
warm upon 
your face.
Í
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CONGRATULATIONS ORFALEA COLLEGE OF 
BUSINESS GRADUATES OF 2003 !
«  ,<i 4 , '-i-s, ' ' ,,
Vl
Open HouseJL
5 - 0% ¡y
California First Leasing Corporation, a subsidiary of 
California First National Bancorp (NASDAQ: CFNF3) and a 
leading source of lease financing for businesses across the 
United States, seeks a limited number of four-year college 
graduates for paid sales and marketing internships.
Outstanding interns may have an opportunity to advance 
to full-time sales positions oflering competitive base 
salaries, commission and benefits.
Candidates whose academic record, work history and 
interpersonal skills suggest they will thrive in our high- 
performance, client-driven environment are invited to 
learn more at a Jan. 5-9 open house being held in Irvine, 
CA. Interviews will take place from 8 AM -  5 PM.
To RSVP for th’ ’inioMC opportunity, please fax your 
resume.
"  - f o
j  it Leasing .ration
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, Fax: 949-255-Ö501
Em ail: recruit@caffirstlease.com *■
Congratulations from
CAREER SERVICES
The #1 Alumni Stop
for employers <St job seekers
Mustang Jobs:
• Cal Poly specific on-line job listings
• Job Fairs & Events
• Alumni Resume Books
Web page with links to:
• Career & Job Search Information
• Electronic Resources
• Graduate Status Report
Career Services www.careerservices.calpoly.edu
College of Science and 
Mathematics 
2003 Graduates
Biochemistry
Bachelor ol Science 
AKIullali Mohamed Alt 
James William Patterson 
Christ in.t Mane Tnmeloni 
Xiomara Hli:aheth Elias-Argote 
Christopher Michael Pupla:a 
Jillian Heather Verhy **
Jeremy William Lash 
Greg Allan Ruhio 
Fratik Joseph Welch IV **
Kerri Marie Matfia 
Kristen Michelle Stivers
Biological Sciences
Master ot Science 
Michael Leonard Curto 
Lia Alexis Mueller
BacJteK)r ot Science
Maria Fdaina Archibald
Titanic Brooke Ernau
Sharmin Mostouti
Hearhcr Noel Baker
Lauren Lumie Inouye
/Khigail Ellen B( tp ivich, Hi >ni irs IV igram
Christopher James Boisseranc
Carolyn Anne Jones
Erin Eliraheth Sanderson
David Leían Brand
n.iren Thomas Klein
Eesly Melay Swanson
Stephanie Ann Burnett
Lea Margarita Azucena
L.igos Lee Kyla Trainor
Christopher Anthony Costanzo
Angela J. Mattsson
Justin Lee Tripp
Natalie Nicole l\‘iinison
Erin Elizaheth Viayes
Christina Lynn Elder
Nicole Marie Meier
Ecology & Systematic Biology
Baclielor ot Science 
Emily Rose Amaral 
Jettrey R. Gallo 
Eeane Scott 
Lisa Elaine Andreano 
Michelle Jean Horton 
Michael Tyner 
Sara Mann Barnes 
Amy Lynn Krisch *
Rachel Nichole Ventura 
Travis Beniamin Cooper 
Holly Anne Messer 
Stacia Lynn Wellman
Kinesiology
Master ot Science 
Aaroii Keith Black
Gregory Lovick Pierce 
Janay Leann |elso 
Michael IVan Sherman
Bachelor of Science 
R. Adam Armstrong 
Angeli Marie Guerrero 
Sara Michele Portesi 
Jill Marie Barron 
Parisa Javaheri 
Justin Adam Robinson 
Erriti Linsey Benesh 
Matthew Robert LeLevre 
Kelly Marie Sheehan 
Lisa Carherina Bengtson 
Breanne Kelly Long 
Michael Loren Steinberg 
Sarah Jean Bowman 
Kelly Suzanne Lopas 
Sandra Yvonne Tahara 
Scott Jettrey C a^sares 
Kimani Jawara Lovan 
Lindsay Anne Walitsch 
Eia B. Chaney 
Aris Andrew Manosar 
Sarali Ann Wihtol *
Kendra Lee Cohn **
Richard Martin Nero 
Kenneth Arthur Worgan 111 
Michael Vincent Lerretti 
Brett Phillip Nichols 
Shawn Lee Lorzetting 
Salena Anite Plumb
Mathematics
Bachelor ot Science 
Sion David Brannan 
Cass.indra Elizabeth Murcray 
lames Warren Straiglit 
Rachel Lynn Grunsky 
Scot Alan Shields, Jr.
Microbiology
Bachelor ot Science 
Sarah Anne Bowlin 
Xiomara Elizabeth Llias-Argote 
John Barton Ro.se 111
Physics
B ichelor ol Science 
John Philip Holler 
Robert Eugene Pay iwal *
Lucas Reed Wickham 
Matthew Timothy Horne 
Giantranco M. Pellegrini 
Caroli Genildine Mova 
Scot Al an Shields Jr.
Statistics
Bachelor ot Science .
Ca.ssandra LhzaK'th Murcray
CLA
continued from page 7
eVIlic Jean BlackKim 
Jenniter Patricia Givant 
Thed.i Har\ ey Parker 
Kenneth Aaron Brandstetter 
(Vtherinc Llyso Green 
Briannc Nicole Borchia 
Johie Jenniter Brigham * **  
Angela Kathleen Hacker 
Veronica Mary Pyper 
C'hristine Gaile F^ rown 
Brittany Mar>’ Halhur 
IX'seraiye Alaina Ramirez 
Julia Clara Busso 
Arili Marie Johnson 
Emilie Ann Schrock 
William Milton Girimele 
Julie Marie Johnston 
Meghan Margaret Smith 
CVrolyn Anne Cisneros 
Nahlali Laysal Kolkailah * 
Nicole Christine Sortile 
Jaime Leigh Stevens 
Jenniter Lynne Trautman 
Mellis.sa Lorraine Willason 
Tierra Starr Sfimson ** 
Jeanine Danielle Wade 
Sarah Leona Taylor 
Tyrone Darren Ward
Social Sciences
Bachelor of Science 
Janay K. Ailes 
Melissa Jane Krause 
Qnirtney R. Preston 
tdark Andrews Baird *
Rosa Maria Leon 
Mark Allyn Raitt 
Angela IXnise Barrios * * *
. Kellecn ElizalK'th Massie *
Keely IIlean Ratzlatf 
Kehrt .Alan ('hestnut 
Shannon Lniise Mawhinney 
Roxanna Lynne Rowe 
Kelly Marie Cipko 
Kellv Ann Michels 
Lindsey Kathleen Sinclare 
Renee Louise Lranzwa 
Ryan William Mixire 
Fimily Diane Sorcnsc'ii 
Patrick Janies Fdanc 
Rulx'ii Geda 
Breeze Llane Wetzel 
William Fdoward James 
Rosa Jimenez Perez
Speech Communication
Bachelor ot Arts 
Caroline Anne Adair 
Julia Michelle Cronin 
Meli.ssa Anne Laupjx'
Kacey Renee Ampi 
Vanessa Joan Crossman 
Megan Dauer Mildrew 
Robin Marie Anderson-WixKl * 
Nicholas David lYian 
L.iura Mariel Sanders 
Melissa Louisa IVver 
Courtney Fleather l esinmeyer 
Firin Ciiitv Shumiii 
lYinielle Jaliene IVnilger 
amie Ann Cilles 
Jenny Lynn Stewart 
Meaghan CVrey 
Summer Ellen Hall 
Ryan Valliere 
Katherine Nixd Oessaty 
Qilleen A. Keller
Theatre Arts
Bachelor ot Arts 
Joanne C^hristine Amato 
Joshua Kreig Lopour 
All.uia CViole Miner * * *
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Students content with college experience
By Julia Maushart
The D aily A ztec (San  D iego  S tate U n iversity )
SAN DIEGO —  The majority of 
college students nationwide have 
reported overall satisfaction with 
their college experience.
Information collected hy the 
National Survey of Student 
En^»aj»emynt tor 200 i measured col­
lege students’ participatii>n in 
school-related activities. The study 
polled 348,000 freshmen and senior 
■Students randomly selected from 
437 participatinfi four-year colleges 
and universities.
The review covered a variety of 
i-iuestions, including integration of 
knowledge and experience, commu­
nity service and volunteensm, the 
amount of time students spend out- 
Nide of class on school-related issues 
ind overall student satisfaction.
Schools used in the survey were 
closely related in demographics to 
the national profile of other four- 
vear colleges and universities, 
.iccording to the National Survey of 
Student Engagement’s Web Site.
The first area of study —  integra­
tion of knowledge and experience 
— incorporated six different ques­
tions, including the amtiunt of stu­
dent-faculty interaction and stu­
dent application during class ses- 
>ions.
Fiftv-eiuht percent of students 
involved in the survey said they 
interact with their teachers outside 
tf class. Business majors reported 
he least amount of cont.ict with 
professiirs and chemistry majors 
eported the most time spent with
profes.sors.
Finance junior Cari Duke said 
the amount of time students spend 
with professors varies hy person, 
rather than hy major.
“1 think a student would need to 
go to their writing teacher to get 
help on an essay just as much Tis 1 
wiTuld go to my economics teacher 
to get help with the function 1 was 
currently working on,” she said.
Duke said she has found most of 
the profes.sors in the business 
department to he available.
“If 1 need help, 1 know 1 can — 
and do —  go to my teachers,” she 
said. “1 have found very few who 
aren’t supportive.”
English senior Sarah Rogers 
spends more time with her literature 
teachers than any other professors.
“1 have a better relationship with 
my major teachers because 1 am 
more interested in (the topic),” she 
said. “If 1 have a question on an 
assignment in a non-major class, 
like my media class for example, 
then 1 will go to that teacher, but 
otherwi.se, prc>bably not.”
Rogers said she thinks a major 
that involves heavy writing requires 
more student-teacher involvement 
than others simply because of the 
level of proofreading and editing 
involved.
Sixty-one percent of freshmen 
and 73 percent of seniors reported 
iiften asking or answerinn questions 
during class discussions.
Rhetoric and writing studies pro- 
fes.sL'r Michael Krekorian said he 
wiHild like to see more methods of
• Fifty-eight percent of 
students surveyed said 
that interect with their 
teachers outside of the
classroom.
• Sixty-one percent o f *  
freshmen and 73 per­
cent of senior reported
asking or answering 
questions in class.
• About 13 percent of 
full-time students spend
more than 25 hours a 
week preparing for class. 
• Eighty-seven percent of 
students rated their time 
in college as either good 
' or excellent.*
contact and informal discussion 
during ckisses for the purpose of 
learning.
“Some students, even in smaller 
classes, just won’t ask questions,” he 
said. “Formality can often prevent 
students from feeling comfortable 
participating. That is why 1 try to 
structure some of my sessions in an 
informal manner to allow for more 
interaction.”
The study also looked at the 
overall satisfaction in college expe­
riences. Eightv-seven percent of stu­
dents rated their time in college as 
either good or excellent.
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Thank yo u  for  all
YOUR HARD WORK\
Mustang . I
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T h e  C o l l e g e  o f  L.i b e r a l  A r t s
Congratulations to our students on their Graduation
m--
Art£rDesign - 5«?
Graphic Communication J L" ^ ^
History
ii/ ' -
Journalism 
Liberal Studies
Modern Languages &- Literatures 
Music 
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology and Child Development 
Social Sciences 
Speech Communication 
Theatre
"O/i f r a b jo u s  d a y !  C a llo o b !  C a l l a y r  — Lew is C arroll
—A sso cia te  D ean Susan C u rrier
'C o n g r a tu la t io n s  on  co m p le tin g  y o u r  s e n io r  p r o je c t s ! **
— Dean H arry H ellenbrand
%
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FREE DELIVERY 
UNTIL 3am
ANY fil ALL ITEMS 
FOR $15
(including tax, tip & delivery)
Now Hiring!!
Stop in for an aplicación
544,7499
3121 South Higuera • SLO
The Facility & Staff
College o f Science & Mathematics
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UNIVERSITY SQUARE
870 Foothill Blvd. open 7 days a week
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